
… as collective experimentation



The 80,000 word 
version



The 8,000 
word version



The 800 word 
version



The one-word version
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•  Frankenstein picture





Stratospheric Particle 
Injection for Climate 
Engineering (SPICE)

13Source: SPICE



The Balloon / Pipe Technology

Naturally produced 
particles from large 
volcanoes reduce
earths temperature by 0.5 
C over 2 – 3 years

Four large balloons 
supporting very strong 
pipes carrying particle 
material could cool the 
planet by 2 C

Source: SPICE





“The imaginary made real”
16



Source: SPICE









Source: Futurama, ‘Crimes of the Hot’







Reason 1: Effects on regional 
climate



Source: Trenberth and Dai (2007), 
Effects of Mount Pinatubo volcanic 
eruption on the hydrological cycle 
Geophys. Res. Lett.



Reason 2: Continued ocean 
acidification



Reason 11: There’s no going 
back



‘Termination 
shock’

Source: Ross & Matthews (2009). 





Reason 18: Control of the 
thermostat



Reason 20: Unexpected 
consequences
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‘Methods that aim to 
deliberately alter the climate 
system to counter climate 

change, termed 
geoengineering, have been 

proposed… Modelling 
indicates that SRM methods, if 
realizable, have the potential 
to substantially offset a global 

temperature rise, but they 
would also modify the global 
water cycle, and would not 

reduce ocean acidification… 
CDR and SRM methods carry 

side effects and long-term 
consequences on a global 

scale.’
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Naturalising geoengineering

“Research be considered separately from 
implementation… We should proceed as we 

would for any other scientific problem, at 
least for theoretical and modeling studies” 

Ralph Cicerone, 2006



‘It is possible to cool the 
planet by injecting 

reflective particles of 
sulfuric acid into the 
upper atmosphere 
where they would 

scatter a tiny fraction of 
incoming sunlight back 

to space, creating a thing 
sunshade for the ground 

beneath… it is cheap 
and technically easy.’

Geoengineering as 
inevitable



Royal Society, 2009



Geoengineering publications by year ���
(Oldham et al 2014)



Method from Rafols, Porter and Leydesdorff (2009)



40Method from Rafols, Porter and Leydesdorff (2009)
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  Regime of technoscientific 
promises 

Regime of collective 
experimentation

‘Geoengineering’ …as noun …as verb

Theory of technology Instrumentalism Substantivism/critical theory

Responsibilities of researchers Risk/benefit assessment Implicated in realising futures

Role of social science Anticipating controversies Interrogating trajectories 

Approach to uncertainty Uncertainties seen as soluble through 
further research

Uncertainty seen as contested, inevitable 
and expanding 

Approach to ethics Speculative ethics and technology 
assessment

‘Technology accompaniment’

Characterising problems ‘Solutionism’: problems are assumed rather 
than explored

Reflexive approaches to problem 
identification and definition

Construction of public 
concerns

Technological development and 
perturbative experimentation

Open-ended, but may include imaginaries

Relationship between research 
and use

Scientific research is divorced from 
technological deployment 

Research and deployment are entangled in 
the same social experiment

Relevant uncertainties Implications of geoengineering Implications, costs, feasibility, design

Governing experiments Creating a ‘safe space’ for research Engaging with entanglements

Experimental systems Bounded by science Including publics, politics, ecosystems and 
scientists themselves

From noun to verb
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Could geoengineering be tested?

NO 
(Robock et al 2010)

–  Impossible except with 
full deployment

YES 
(MacMynowski et al 2011) 
–  With careful scaling up 

and pulsing

‘Noise is only a signal which 
you have not learned to 
decode yet’ 

(Stephen Salter)







Geoengineering in public focus groups ���
(Macnaghten and Szerszynski, 2012)

Kathy: Yeah.  The experiment will be while we're here... and... for 
our children.  What if the experiment goes wrong? Then what 
happens?

Lorraine: Do you think it could destroy the Earth?

Kathy: Yeah, it could go the other way. How can you test...? Can it 
be tested in a laboratory? But then it's got to go out there.

Mod: Yeah, sure. So that's the big question for you.  We'll be living 
the experiment, in a sense.  Is that what you're saying?

Kathy: Yeah.

Nicole: We're the lab rats.



“As the French molecular biologist 
François Jacob once marvelously put 

it, [experiments] are systems “for 
concocting expectation,” or 

“machines for making the future.”
Hans-Jorg Rheinberger, 2003 
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Source: SPICE

‘When we all stand in that field in Norfolk, 
all of the engineers will be jumping up and 
down because they’ve succeeded in doing 

something amazing, building the tallest 
structure anywhere on earth, and all of the 

natural scientists will be saying ‘Oh shit, 
we’re a step closer to doing something 

bonkers’.’ 

SPICE scientist



‘Safe space’ 



‘Shared space’ 







An imagined ‘governance gap’

“I think the science is certainly far out ahead of 
the politics” 

Jason Blackstock, talking in 2012

“Right now, the politics of geoengineering are far 
ahead of the science”

David Victor and colleagues, writing in Foreign 
Affairs, 2013  
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Against speculative ethics

•  Fleming: geoengineering is ‘geo-scientific 
speculation’ 

•  To which we add speculative ethics and 
social science

•  Turns the ‘if ’ into a ‘when’
•  But we still need anticipatory governance 

(cf Guston 2014, Nordmann 2014)


